Abstract: Supply chain presents a very complex field involving a large number of participants. The aim of the complete supply chain is finding an optimum from the aspect of all participants, which is a rather complex task. In order to ensure optimum satisfaction for all participants, it is necessary that the beginning phase consists of correct evaluations and supplier selection. In this study, the supplier selection was performed in the construction company, on the basis of a new approach in the field of multi-criteria model. Weight coefficients were obtained by DEMATEL (Decision Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory) method, based on the rough numbers. Evaluation and the supplier selection were made on the basis of a new Rough EDAS (Evaluation based on Distance from Average Solution) method, which presents one of the latest methods in this field. In order to determine the stability of the model and the applicability of the proposed Rough EDAS method, an extension of the COPRAS and MULTIMOORA method by rough numbers was also performed in this study, and the findings of the comparative analysis were presented. Besides the new approaches based on the extension by rough numbers, the results are also compared with the Rough MABAC (MultiAttributive Border Approximation area Comparison) and Rough MAIRCA (MultiAttributive Ideal-Real Comparative Analysis). In addition, in the sensitivity analysis, 18 different scenarios were formed, the ones in which criteria change their original values. At the end of the sensitivity analysis, SCC (Spearman Correlation Coefficient) of the obtained ranges was carried out, confirming the applicability of the proposed approaches.
Introduction
Supplier selection, according to Soheilirad et al. [1] , presents a very important issue in decision making about management, and assumes several qualitative and quantitative criteria. The importance of this process in companies is reflected through establishing the final price of the product. The price of the raw material, as the main part of the product, is very important in the final product [2, 3] . Supplier selection is one of the important tasks for the management of the supply [4] . At the same time, the management and development of strategic relationship with suppliers is crucial for the achievement of competitive market leadership [5] . Taking into account the fact that supplier selection in the supply chain is a group decision made based on several criteria, according to Zolfani et al. [6] , Table 1 . An overview of the most commonly used criteria in the process of supplier selection.
Criteria References
Quality of material [6, 21, Price of material [6, 21, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] Certification of products [26, 31, 40, 42, 44, 50, 52, 57] Delivery time [21, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] 51, [53] [54] [55] [56] 58] Reputation [6, 21, 26, 28, 29, 34, 36, 43, 46, 48, 49, 54, 55, [58] [59] [60] Volume discounts [37, 40, 42] Warranty period [21, 26, 31, 35, 37, 40] Reliability [6, 26, 30, 33, 34, 36, 42, 48, 50, 51, 54, 56, 57, 60] Method of payment [26, [38] [39] [40] 44, 45, 47, 57] An overview of the Table 1 shows that, regardless the constant changes and increasing use of the qualitative criteria, financial parameters, delivery, and quality present the criteria found in almost all research regarding supplier selection. This fact has been confirmed in the above-mentioned studies, where these parameters play an important role in decision making in the process of the evaluation of the supplier.
In construction business, planning of construction processes and effective management are extremely important for success [61] . Supplier selection, in any phase of the construction, presents very important part in this field [6] . Decision making in construction management is, according to Antuchevičiene et al. [62] , always very complex and complicated, especially when more than one criterion is considered, which is often the case.
Decision making is one of the most important topics in various fields to make a right decision, so as to reach the final goal [63, 64] . Therefore, the use of the MCDM method in the construction business is very popular, and helps in making extremely important decisions. According to Zavadskas et al. [65] and Tamošaitienė et al. [66] , multi-criteria decision-making models are important tools in the construction management. In these kinds of studies, making decisions with as little subjectivity as possible and elimination of uncertainty is one of the main goals. This has been considered in [67] , showing that uncertainty and imprecision are always present in the supplier selection process. Tamošaitienė et al. [48] have developed a hybrid model for supplier selection in the construction business which consists of three methods: AHP, ARAS, and Multiplicative Utility Function, while in the work of Izadikhah [68] , TOPSIS method for a group decision making with Atanassov's interval-valued intuition fuzzy numbers was used for the same purposes. The evaluation and supplier selection in Iran [69] have been carried out by combination of AHP and ANP methods. The evaluation of the supplier for the construction material can be performed by using Fuzzy Principal Component Analysis [38] .
In the work of Fouladgaret et al. [70] , the authors use a new hybrid model for selecting the most appropriate working strategy in construction company. This model implies the application of fuzzy ANP and fuzzy COPRAS methods. The strategy of the management of the construction companies was also a subject of the study in [71] , where the application of SWOT analysis and AHP method chooses the adequate solution. The application of the classical AHP method in [72] provides contractor selection for the defined project, while in [73] , the combination of AHP and Fuzzy ARAS determines construction site selection. The combination of AHP and ARAS methods is also used for the assessment of project managers in construction [61] , while for determination of the importance of the criteria, AHP method is used [74] . Besides, MCDM methods are constantly applied in other fields [75] [76] [77] .
The AHP method, in its traditional or fuzzy form, is the most commonly used method for supplier selection [48, [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] . Despite that, it has recently faced frequent criticism and disapproval from different authors. Therefore, in this paper, the DEMATEL method is used for determining the weights of criteria in their rough form. The DEMATEL method, in the field of the supply chains, has already been used in several different studies [40, [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] . The determination of the weight coefficients by using DEMATEL method have, so far, shown good results. In their study, Chang et al. [91] suggest to the other researchers to use this method as well, with certain improvements, because it is useful for making decisions which include complex criteria used in group decision making. Implementation and evaluation of the most important criteria for supplier selection in the green supply chain has been performed in [92] . The evaluation of the criteria for supplier selection by using a combination of DEMATEL and ANP method has been performed in the work of Sarkar et al. [93] .
It is noticeable that the rough set theory is, today, very often used for decision making in different fields. In the paper [94] , the authors use a rough TOPSIS approach for failure mode and effects analysis in uncertain environments. The combination of rough AHP and MABAC method proposed in [95] [96] [97] , and is used in [98] for selection of medical tourism sites. The combination of interval rough AHP and GIS is proposed for flood hazard mapping [99] . Rough AHP and rough TOPSIS approach are also used in the work of Song et al. [100] . From its beginnings until nowadays, the theory of rough sets has evolved through solving many problems by using rough sets [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] , and through the use of rough numbers as in [106, 107] , while in the work [5] , the authors use a grey based rough set. Supplier selection can also be evaluated by using a new rough set approach which has been developed by Chai and Liu [108] and, according to the authors, provides stable results.
Methods

R'DEMATEL Method
DEMATEL method (Decision Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory) is very suitable for design and the analysis of the structural model. This is achieved by defining the cause-and-effect relation between complex factors [95] . Cause-and-effect relations are obtained on the basis of the total direct and indirect influences transferred from one factor to the other, but also received from the other factors. The implementation of DEMATEL method explores interdependent factors and determines the level of this dependency. The method is based on the graph theory, and it ensures visual planning and problem solving. In this way the relative factors can be divided into cause-and-effect in order to gain a better insight into their mutual relations. This also provides a better understanding of the complex structure of this problem, relations between the factors, and relations between the structure level and influence of the factors [99] .
In order to provide a comprehensive investigation of any incorrectness present in the group decision making, the DEMATEL method modification is carried out in this study by using rough numbers. In this way, the additional information for the determination of the uncertain intervals is not necessary. In the following text, we will explain the steps of the R'DEMATEL method.
Step 1: Expert analysis of the factors. Suppose that there exists m experts and n factors (criteria) which are observed, and each expert should determine the degree of the influence of the factor i on the factor j. Comparative analysis of the set of i-factor and j-factor observed from the e-expert is denoted by x ij e , where i = 1, 2, . . . , n; j = 1, 2, . . . , n. The value of each x ij e set takes one integer value of the following point scale: 0-no influence, 1-low influence, 2-moderate influence, 3-high influence, 4-very high influence. The response of the e-expert is expressed by the nonnegative matrix of the nxn range, whereas each element of the e-matrix in the expression X e = [x e ij ] n×n presents integer nonnegative number x ij e , where 1 ≤ e ≤ m.
where x ij e presents linguistic expressions from the previously defined linguistic scale used by the expert to present his comparison in the set of the criteria. Thus, matrices X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X m are response matrices of the each of m experts. The diagonal elements of the response matrices of all experts take value zero because the same factors have no influence.
Step 2: Determination of the averaged response matrices of the experts. On the basis of the response matrix X e = [x e ij ] n×n (1 ≤ e ≤ m) of all m experts, we obtain aggregate sequence matrix of experts X*. 
where
presents sequences defining relative importance of the criteria i in comparison with the criteria j. According to Zhu et al. (2015) [109] , the sequence x e ij (1 ≤ e ≤ m) is transformed into rough sequence RN(x e ij ) = Lim(x e ij ), Lim(x e ij ) , where i presents the lower limit Lim(x e ij ) and j the upper limit Lim(x e ij ) of the rough sequence RN(x e ij ), respectively.
These rough sequences are defined in the matrix (2) . With that, we obtain rough matrices X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X m (where m is the number of the experts). In this way, for the group of rough matrices X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X m on the position (ij) we obtain rough sequence RN x ij =
. Applying the Expression (3) leads to the averaged rough sequence:
where e presents e-expert (e = 1, 2, . . . , m) and RN(z ij ) presents rough sequence.
In this way, we obtained an averaged rough matrix of the response:
Matrix Z shows initial effects caused by factor j, as well as initial effects which factor j receives from other factors. Sum of each i-row of the matrix Z represents the total direct effect which i-factor has delivered to the other factors. Sum of each j-column of the matrix Z represents the total direct effect which j-column has delivered to the other factors.
Step 3: Normalize direct-relation matrix. From the matrix Z, the initial direct-relation matrix is estimated from the expression D = RN(d ij ) n×n (17) . So normalized, each element of the matrix D takes value between zero and one. Matrix D is obtained when each element RN(z ij ) of the matrix Z is divided by rough number RN(s) (Expressions (5)- (8) ).
where RN(d ij ) is obtained using the Expression (18)
Lim(z ij )
i.e.,
Step 4: Determination of the total relation matrix. By using the Expressions (9) and (10), the total relation matrix (T = RN(t ij ) n×n ) of the range nxn is estimated. Element RN(t ij ) represents the direct influence of the factor i on the factor j, whereas matrix T represents the total relations between each pair of factors.
Since each rough number consists of two sequences, i.e., lower and upper approximation, then the normalized matrix of the average perception D = RN(d ij ) n×n can be divided into two sub-matrices, 
So, the total relation matrix T is obtained from the estimation of the following elements:
Sub-matrices T L and T U together represent rough total relation matrix T = T L , T U . On the basis of the Expressions (9) and (10), one can obtain the rough total relation matrix:
where RN(t ij ) = Lim(t ij ), Lim(t ij ) is a rough number describing the indirect effects of the factor i on factor j. Then the matrix T describes mutual dependence of each pair of factors.
Step 5: Estimation of the sum of rows and columns of the total relation matrix T. In the total relation matrix T, the sum of rows and columns is represented by vectors R and C of range n × 1: (13) To effectively determine the "Prominence" and the "Relation", the sum of rows R i to the sum of columns C i in the total relation matrix T need to be converted into the crisp forms R crisp i and C crisp i by applying Equations (14)- (16) .
where Lim(R i ) and Lim(R i ) represent the lower limit and upper limit of the rough number RN(R i ), respectively; Lim(R i ) and Lim(R i ) are the normalized forms of Lim(R i ) and Lim(R i ).
After normalization, we obtain a total normalized crisp value:
Finally, crisp form R crisp i
for RN(R i ) is obtained by applying Equation (16):
The value R ) represents the intensity of the influence of the criteria in comparison to the others [85] .
Step 6: Determination of the threshold value (α) and creation of the cause-and-effect relationship-CERD. The threshold value (α) is estimated as the average of the elements of the matrix T (17):
where N presents the total number of the elements of matrix (11) . CERD is produced in order to visually present complex relations, and provide information about establishing the most important factors and the way they affect each other. Factors t ij with values higher than a threshold value α, are chosen to present cause-and-effect relations.
Values of the elements of the matrix T, which have value higher than a threshold value are inserted and put in diagram. In CERD, x-axis is (R ). These values are used to present relations between the two factors. When presenting the relations between factors, the arrow of the cause-and-effect relation is directed from the factor which has lower value than α, to the factor which has higher value than α. After determination of the criteria and presentation in CERD, in the next step, the weight coefficients of the criteria are estimated.
Step 7: Determination of the weight coefficients of the criteria. The weight coefficients of the criteria are obtained by using the Expression (18) [110] :
Normalization of the weight coefficients is performed by using the Expression (19) :
where w j represents the final weights of criteria [95] .
Rough EDAS Method
EDAS (Evaluation based on Distance from Average Solution) method belongs to the group of newer methods of multi-criteria decision making. In a very short time, it has found its way through the wide application in solving engineering problems, as well as problems in business decision making. This method [111] has a number of extensions, and the extension by fuzzy logics [112] is performed exactly in the field of supply chain for supplier selection. Several studies have already been published in different fields, where this method has been applied in its traditional form or some other forms [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] . It resembles a very important support in decision making in everyday conflict situations. The estimation of the alternatives in this method is based on the measurements of the positive and negative deviations from the average solution, estimated on the basis of all criteria. In this study, the extension of EDAS method by rough numbers has been performed. After defining the problem and forming multi-criteria model which consists of n alternatives and m criteria, it is necessary to define the set of k experts who will be evaluating alternatives for each of the criteria. After formulating multi-criteria model of n alternative and m criteria with k experts, Rough EDAS consists of the following steps.
Step 1. Converting individual matrices into the group rough matrix. If each expert matrix is noted by k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n then the group rough matrix is obtained according to Zhai et al. [109] :
. . .
Step 2. Finding the average solution for all criteria as shown in (21):
based on the Equation (22):
Step 3. Determination of positive deviation RN(PDA) and negative deviation RN(NDA) from the average solution RN(AV) on the basis of all criteria by applying the Equations (23)- (24):
If the criterion belongs to the Benefit group, then RN(PDA) and RN(NDA) are estimated as follows:
If the criterion belongs to the Expenses group, then:
Since we are dealing with the rough numbers having upper and lower limit, often it can happen that lower limit of rough number has a negative value and upper positive, or, even that both values are less than zero. Since it is necessary to reduce these values to zero or positive values, the following equations then need to be applied:
The same applies for RN(NDA).
Equations (29)- (31) include the following cases. If the sum of lower and upper limit (PDA) is less than zero, than rough number has zero value. If the sum of two limits is higher than zero, and lower and upper limit are higher than zero, than (PDA) stays constant (keeps its value). If the sum of two limits is higher than zero, but lower limit has negative value, than rough number (PDA) takes its absolute value, i.e., lower limit becomes positive value.
Step 4. Weighting of matrices RN(PDA) and RN(NDA) by using the equations:
where w j L and w j U are lower and upper limit of the criteria weight expressed as rough number.
Step 5. Determination of the sum of the previously weighted matrix:
Step 6. Normalization of RN(SP) and RN(SN) for all alternatives:
Step 7. Estimation of the values of all alternatives RN(ASi) and their ranging.
RN(AS
Alternative which has highest value presents the best solution.
Case Study
Supplier selection in the construction company was carried out on the basis of nine criteria presented in the Table 1 : quality of the material, price of the material, certification of the products, delivery time, reputation, volume discounts, warranty period, reliability, and the method of payments. The second and the fourth criteria (the price of the material and delivery time) are the Expenses criteria, and the others are the Benefit criteria. Figure 1 shows the proposed model for the supplier selection in this study. Figure 1 shows the proposed model for the supplier selection, which consists of 4 phases and 11 steps. The first phase assumes the collection and preparation of the date in three steps. The first step is defining the set of the criteria for evaluation of the supplier on the basis of the other studies in this field, and an interview with the managers with long-lasting experience on management functions in the supply business. Then, a multi-criteria model has been adopted, consisting of nine criteria and six alternatives evaluated by team of seven experts. The second phase of the model assumes the application of rough DEMATEL method for estimation of the relative weight of the criteria. The steps of this method are presented in detail in section Methods, and the procedure for the weight estimation is described in following. The third and the central phase of this study is development of a new novel Rough EDAS method used for evaluation and the best supplier selection. The last, fourth phase includes sensitivity analysis extended by two additional methods for multi-criteria decision making, COPRAS and MULTIMORA. Comparison of the obtained results and alternative ranges has been performed, applying the above-mentioned two methods, as well with the R'MAICA and R'MABAC, previously extended by rough numbers.
Estimation of the Criteria Weight by Applying R'DEMATEL Method
In this study, the team of seven experts took part in the process of determination of weight coefficients of criteria. The experts with the minimum of five-year experience in the supply chain management were chosen. After the interview with the experts, the collected data were processed, and the aggregation of the expert opinion was obtained. The collecting of data through the interview with the experts was carried out in the period from March 2017 until June 2017.
Step 1
Expert Analysis of the Factors
In the first step of application of DEMATEL method for the determination of the criteria, experts Figure 1 shows the proposed model for the supplier selection, which consists of 4 phases and 11 steps. The first phase assumes the collection and preparation of the date in three steps. The first step is defining the set of the criteria for evaluation of the supplier on the basis of the other studies in this field, and an interview with the managers with long-lasting experience on management functions in the supply business. Then, a multi-criteria model has been adopted, consisting of nine criteria and six alternatives evaluated by team of seven experts. The second phase of the model assumes the application of rough DEMATEL method for estimation of the relative weight of the criteria. The steps of this method are presented in detail in section Methods, and the procedure for the weight estimation is described in following. The third and the central phase of this study is development of a new novel Rough EDAS method used for evaluation and the best supplier selection. The last, fourth phase includes sensitivity analysis extended by two additional methods for multi-criteria decision making, COPRAS and MULTIMORA. Comparison of the obtained results and alternative ranges has been performed, applying the above-mentioned two methods, as well with the R'MAICA and R'MABAC, previously extended by rough numbers.
Step 1 Expert Analysis of the Factors
In the first step of application of DEMATEL method for the determination of the criteria, experts have used the point scale: 0-no influence, 1-very low influence, 2-low influence, 3-medium influence, 4-high influence, 5-very high influence. After the experts' evaluation, seven matrices of dimensions 9 × 9 have been constructed, in order to compare the set of the criteria. This is presented in Table 2 . Table 2 . Experts' comparison of the evaluation criteria. C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 C 7 C 8 C 9 C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 C 7 C 8 C 9  C 1  0  5  4  4  3  5  5  5  2  0  5  5  4  4  4  4  5  3  C 2  4  0  3  2  1  3  4  3  3  4  0  3  4  1  5  5  4  2  C 3  5  3  0  3  3  3  2  3  3  4  3  0  5  4  5  2  4  2  C 4  3  3  4  0  2  4  3  3  4  3  3  5  0  3  5  3  4  5  C 5  3  4  4  4  0  3  4  3  4  5  4  5  5  0  5  5  4  3  C 6  4  3  3  3  1  0  2  3  5  3  3  3  4  2  0  2  4  4  C 7  5  3  3  4  2  3  0  3  5  4  3  3  5  2  4  0  5  4  C 8  4  3  4  2  1  3  1  0  4  3  3  4  4  1  5  2  0  3  C 9  3  3  4  2  1  3  3  5  0  2  3  5  3  1  5  3  4  0 Step 2 Determination of the matrix of the average response of the experts On the basis of the response expert matrix (Table 2) , matrix of the aggregated sequences of experts is constructed (2) . By applying the matrix according to Zhai et al. [109] , each of the shown sequences is transformed into rough sequence. So, for the sequence x 12 = {5; 5; 4; 4; 4; 5; 5} we get:
Lim (4 The obtained rough sequences present the uncertainty of the group of experts, which is the result of nonconformity in the criteria evaluation.
By applying the Expression (3), the averaging of the rough sequences is performed. Therefore, we obtain average rough sequence: In this way, we get the final rough sequence RN(z 12 ) = [4.33, 4.82] . The application of the described procedure for the other elements of the matrix of the aggregated sequence of the experts (2) provides the average rough matrix of the average responses (4): 
Step 3 Normalization of the group direct relation matrix On the basis of the matrix Z, the elements of the initial direct-relation matrix are determined (5): 
The elements of the matrix Z are obtained from the Expression (6): Step 4 Determination of the total relation matrix The total relation matrix T (11) of the range 9 × 9 is determined from the Expressions (9) and (10): 
Step 5 Determination of the sum of the rows and columns of the total relation matrix T In the total relation matrix T, the sum of the rows and columns is presented by vectors R and C (Expressions (12) and (13)): 
In order to obtain the most reliable cause-and-effect relation between criteria and efficient production in CERD, rough values of vectors R and C are transformed into crisp values by using (14)- (16) . By applying the Expression (26), the normalization of the vector R is performed: 
Finally, applying the Expression (16), crisp values of the vector R crisp 1 are obtained: ) are obtained and shown in Table 3 . Step 6 Determination of the threshold value (α) and creation of the cause-and-effect diagram
Before determination of the α value, conversion of the elements of the rough matrix T into crisp values was performed using Expressions (14)- (16) . After obtaining the crisp values, the value of the α is obtained, α = 1.3935 (17) . Then, α value is used for determination of the cause-and-effect relation between the evaluation criteria. Cause-and-effect relations are presented in CERD (Figure 2 ). In CERD, the complex relations are visually presented, and provide information about decision making, i.e., which criteria are the most important and how they affect each other. Criteria from the T matrix having values higher than the threshold value, α, are chosen to present cause-and-effect relations. Step 6
Determination of the threshold value (α) and creation of the cause-and-effect diagram
Before determination of the α value, conversion of the elements of the rough matrix T into crisp values was performed using Expressions (14)- (16) . After obtaining the crisp values, the value of the α is obtained,
1.3935   (17) . Then, α value is used for determination of the cause-and-effect relation between the evaluation criteria. Cause-and-effect relations are presented in CERD (Figure 2 ). In CERD, the complex relations are visually presented, and provide information about decision making, i.e., which criteria are the most important and how they affect each other. Criteria from the T matrix having values higher than the threshold value, α, are chosen to present cause-and-effect relations. Figure 2 . Cause-and-effect relations between criteria-CERD.
C1
Step 7 Determination of the weight coefficients of the criteria
The weight coefficients of the criteria are estimated on the basis of the rough values of the vectors
RN C which are defined in Table 4 . Table 4 . Rough values of vectors By applying the expressions (30) and (31), the values of the weight coefficients have been obtained: Step 7 Determination of the weight coefficients of the criteria
The weight coefficients of the criteria are estimated on the basis of the rough values of the vectors RN(R i ) + RN(C i ) and RN(R i ) − RN(C i ) which are defined in Table 4 .
Table 4. Rough values of vectors RN(R i ) and RN(C i ).
Criterion
RN(R i ) RN(C i ) RN(R i ) + RN(C i ) RN(R i ) − RN(C i )
By applying the Expressions (30) and (31), the values of the weight coefficients have been obtained: Thus, we obtain rough weight vectors: 
By applying the Expression (31), additive normalization of the obtained rough weight vectors is performed. In other words, rough weight coefficients are down to the interval [0, 1]: Thus, we obtain rough normalized values of the weight coefficients of the criteria: 
Supplier Selection Using Rough EDAS Method
After obtaining the weight values of the criteria, the expert team performed evaluation of the alternatives which is shown in Table 5 . Table 5 . Evaluation of the alternatives based on the criteria of seven experts.
E 1 E 2
C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 C 7 C 8 C 9 C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 C 7 C 8 C 9 A 1 Table 5 . Cont.
E 3 E 4
C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 C 7 C 8 C 9 C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 C 7 C 8 C 9 A 1 3 1 1
Step 1 Conversion of individual matrices into group rough matrix After computing alternatives by the expert team and converting linguistic values intonumerical, it is necessary to translate individual matrices of all experts into group matrix by applying the matrix according to Zhai et al. [109] . The example of the group matrix elements evaluation is presented in Table 6 .
x 11 = {7, 9, 3, 5, 7, 5, 5}
Lim(3) = 3.00, Lim(3) = 1 7 (7 + 9 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 5 + 5) = 5.86
Lim (5 Step 2 Evaluation of the average solution compared to all criteria
The average solution compared to all criteria is obtained after applying Equation (22): 
Step 3 Evaluation of the positive deviation RN(PDA) and negative deviation RN(NDA) from the average solution compared to all criteria
In order to obtain the values of the positive deviation RN(PDA) (23), shown in Table 7 , and the negative deviation RN(NDA) (24) from the average solution RN(AV), shown in Table 8 , compared to all criteria, it is necessary to apply the Equations (25)- (31), and take care if criteria belong to the Expenses or Benefit type. The procedure for the Benefit type evaluation is as follows:
First, it is necessary to apply the Equation (25) . Since it is the first criterion which belongs to Benefit type and first alternative, it is necessary to calculate the difference between alternative one on criterion one and the average solution for the first criterion: In this case, the lower limit of the obtained rough number has negative value and it is necessary to apply the Equation (31) For example, for the value of alternative one compared to third criterion, evaluating the difference between that value and average solution, both negative values of rough number are obtained (for upper and lower limit).By applying the Equation (29), values of rough number will be equal to zero.
On the other hand, for the value of alternative five compared to third criterion, both positive values of rough number are obtained (for upper and lower limit). And according to the Equation (30), they keep the same value.
Evaluation of the RN(PDA) value for the Expenses type of the criteria is performed in the same way, except that at the beginning, it is necessary to define the deviation of the average solution from the alternative value of the criteria discussed in Equation (27) . Evaluation of the RN(NDA) value is performed in the same way, only Equations (26) and (28)- (31) are applied. Step 4 Weighting of the matrices RN(PDA) and RN(NDA)
By adopting the fourth step of the Rough EDAS method, i.e., Equation (32), the weighted matrix for the positive deviation from the average value VPi is obtained, and is presented in Table 9 . By applying the Equation (33), weighted matrix for the negative deviation from the average value is obtained and is presented in Table 10 . Step 5 Determination of the Sum of the Previously Weighted Matrix
By adopting the step five, six, and seven, i.e., the Equations (34)- (38), the final results are obtained and are presented in Table 11 .
Step 5 summarizes values of the previously weighted matrices RN(SPi) (34), RN(NPi) (35) . 
Step 6 Normalization of the RN(SP) and RN(NP) values for all the alternatives By applying the Equation (36) normalized values are obtained, and are presented in Table 11 .
Step 7 Estimation of all RN(ASi) alternatives values and their ranging By applying the Equation (38) , the values RN(ASi) are obtained and are presented in Table 11 . In the final, seventh step, the ranging towards the falling series of numbers was performed as well. The highest value presents the best solution, whereas the lowest value is the worst solution. Alternative five, according to the results, presents the best choice.
Sensitivity Analysis and Discussion
In order to determine the stability of the obtained results, sensitivity analysis has been performed. In the first part, it assumes the change of the criteria weight through 18 different sets. In the first nine sets, the value of each criterion is reduced by 16%, while the value of the rest is increased by 2%, respectively. In the tenth set, the first, the third, and the fourth criteria are reduced by 12%, and the rest are increased by 6%, while in the eleventh set of values, the same criteria are reduced by 24%, and the rest are increased by 12%. Since the ranges of the alternatives have not considerably changed through previously formed sets, the next sets present more significant change of the criteria weigh value expressed in percentage. Thus, in the 12th set, the first, the third, the fourth and the sixth criteria are decreased by 20%, while the remaining five are increased by 16%, while in the 13th set, the first and the fourth criteria are decreased by even 35%, and the rest are decreased by 10%. The second and the seventh criteria in the 14th set are reduced by 28%, while the rest are increased by 8%. The 15th set is based on the five criteria in total, because the first, third, fourth and sixth have been assigned zero values, and the values of the rest of the criteria stay constant. In the 16th set, all criteria have the same importance, while the lower and the upper limit of rough number is also equal. Then the second, the fifth, and the seventh criteria in the 17th set have been assigned zero values, and the rest stay constant. The last, 18th set has the same values of all criteria (assigned maximum value of the first criterion in the basic calculation). In Figure 3 In Figure 3 , the range of alternatives through formed sets has been presented and, as one can see, alternative five presents the best choice in 17 of the 18 formed scenarios. Only in the 15th set, when the individual criteria are eliminated, does it take the second position. The same is true for alternative two, which takes the third position only in the 17th set, while in other scenarios is in the fourth position. Besides the stability shown in the first part of the sensitivity analysis, the comparison of the proposed model with the other hybrid multi-criteria models has also been performed. The hybrid models used for the comparison of the results are shown in Table 14 . In order to validate the proposed model for determination of the criteria weight, besides R'DEMATEL method, Rough AHP method [123] has been applied as well. AHP model is chosen for the comparison, since this is the method in which literature has already been used for the ranging of alternatives and determination of the criteria weight [109] .
For experts' comparison of criteria sets in Rough AHP method, the same experts as in Rough DEMATEL method participated. After the experts' evaluation of criteria, by applying Saaty's scale, seven matrices of comparison of dimensions 9 × 9 were constructed in criteria sets. This is shown in Table 12 . In Figure 3 , the range of alternatives through formed sets has been presented and, as one can see, alternative five presents the best choice in 17 of the 18 formed scenarios. Only in the 15th set, when the individual criteria are eliminated, does it take the second position. The same is true for alternative two, which takes the third position only in the 17th set, while in other scenarios is in the fourth position. Besides the stability shown in the first part of the sensitivity analysis, the comparison of the proposed model with the other hybrid multi-criteria models has also been performed. The hybrid models used for the comparison of the results are shown in Table 14 . In order to validate the proposed model for determination of the criteria weight, besides R'DEMATEL method, Rough AHP method [123] has been applied as well. AHP model is chosen for the comparison, since this is the method in which literature has already been used for the ranging of alternatives and determination of the criteria weight [109] .
For experts' comparison of criteria sets in Rough AHP method, the same experts as in Rough DEMATEL method participated. After the experts' evaluation of criteria, by applying Saaty's scale, seven matrices of comparison of dimensions 9 × 9 were constructed in criteria sets. This is shown in Table 12 . C1  C2  C3  C4  C5  C6  C7  C8  C9  C1  C2  C3  C4  C5  C6  C7  C8  C9  C1  1  4  9  7  8  3  6  5  2  1  3  8  6  7  2  5 C1  C2  C3  C4  C5  C6  C7  C8  C9  C1  C2  C3  C4  C5  C6  C7  C8  C9  C1  1  4  9  5  8  3  6  5  2  1  3  8  5  7  2  5 By applying the expressions according to Zhai et al. [109] , each of presented sequences is transformed in rough sequence. The example of the group matrix elements evaluation is presented in Table 13 .
Lim (2 After defining group rough matrix (Table 13) , it is necessary to define geometric middle of upper and lower limit of group matrix of criteria, i.e., geometric middle of rows is calculated. From the obtained matrix maximum value, the upper limit is chosen, and all other values are divided by that one. In that way, we obtain the final values of the criteria weight: 
For ranging of alternatives, the following methods were used: R'MAIRCA [104] , R'MULTIMOORA (extended in this research), R'COPRAS (extended in this research), R'MABAC [98] . Combining rough AHP and rough DEMATEL, which were used for the evaluation of the criteria weight with R'MAIRCA, R'MULTIMOORA, R'Ctable OPRAS, R'MABAC and R'EDAS models, ten hybrid models were developed (in total), which are shown in Table 14 . The same input data were used for all models which assumes criteria weight obtained from R'DEMATEL and R'AHP, and the same values from the group matrix by R'EDAS method ( Table 5) .
As already mentioned in Section 3.1 of the paper, DEMATEL method is very suitable for the design and analysis of the structural model. This is achieved by defining the cause-and-effect relation between complex factors [95] . Cause-and-effect relations are obtained on the basis of the total direct and indirect influences transferred from one factor to the other, but also received from the other factors. The implementation of DEMATEL method explores interdependent factors and determines the level of this dependency. The method is based on the graph theory, and it ensures visual planning and problem solving. In this way, the relative factors can be divided into cause-and-effect, in order to gain a better insight into their mutual relations. This also provides a better understanding of the complex structure of this problem, relations between the factors, and relations between the structure level and influence of the factors [99] . Based on all of the above, DEMATEL gives more objective insight into weight coefficient values. Besides, the proposed modification of the DEMATEL using RN makes it possible to take into account doubts that occur during the expert evaluation of criteria, thus bridging the existing gap in the methodology in the treatment of uncertainty based on RN. In Section 3.2, one of the reasons for using EDAS method is given: mathematical apparatus which assumes evaluation of alternatives on the basis of positive and negative deviations from the average solution. Such model presents very important support in making decisions in everyday conflict situations. Therefore, in a very short time, EDAS method has found its way in wide application in engineering and business problems. This method [111] has a number of extensions, and the extension by fuzzy logics [114] is performed exactly in the field of supply chain for supplier selection. Several studies have already been published in different fields, where this method has been applied in its traditional form or some other forms [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] . Besides the mentioned advantages of EDAS method, we can point to additional advantages important for this paper: (1) stability of the solution on change of nature and character of the criteria; (2) provides well-structured analytical frame for ranging of alternatives; (3) the number of steps stays the same no matter of the number of criteria; (4) very useful in the case of large number of alternatives and criteria; (5) applicable for the qualitative and quantitative type of criteria; (6) provides the possibility of the stability analysis of the model regarding weight factor interval change.
Some of the advantages mentioned for the EDAS model are also present in the three other multi-criteria models (MABAC, COPRAS and MULTIMOORA) used for the validation of the research results. According to the research of Pamučar andĆirović (2015), MABAC, COPRAS and MULTIMOORA belong to the group of multi-criteria models providing stable solutions no matter of change of nature and character of criteria. Besides, they offer: (1) very well structured analytical frame for ranging of alternatives; (2) the number of steps stays the same no matter of the number of criteria; (3) applicable even when the information of certain attributes is missing; (4) provides ranging of alternatives in coordinate scales without normalization process; (5) the possibility of using the limit value for obtaining the preferences; (6) can be used for both qualitative and quantitative type of the criteria and offers the possibility of the stability analysis regarding the weight coefficients change. Taking all this into account, we can conclude that these models are very credible and have wide application in solving a number of multi-criteria problems. Ranges of alternatives and the values of multi-criteria functions of hybrid models are shown in Table 14 . In Figure 4 , the changes of the ranges of hybrid models are graphically presented.
Ranges of alternatives and the values of multi-criteria functions of hybrid models are shown in Table 14 . In Figure 4 , the changes of the ranges of hybrid models are graphically presented. Figure 4 shows that alternative five turned out to be the best choice in all 10 models, adequately verifying the proposed model. Alternative A3 is also in all formulated models in the same positionsecond place. In other alternatives, certain differences are present, as well as dependence from the model applied. Alternative one has the largest variation of all, because it appeared in the last position four times, two times in the fifth position, three times in the third position, and once at the fourth position. Alternative six is, in all models, placed in the fifth or sixth place. Alternative two varies from third to fifth place, and alternative four is in third and fourth place in half of the cases.
For the statistical comparison of the ranges, Spirman coefficient of correlation was used (rk). The comparison of the ranges was performed through mutual comparison of all 10 hybrid models (Table 15 ). Figure 4 shows that alternative five turned out to be the best choice in all 10 models, adequately verifying the proposed model. Alternative A3 is also in all formulated models in the same position-second place. In other alternatives, certain differences are present, as well as dependence from the model applied. Alternative one has the largest variation of all, because it appeared in the last position four times, two times in the fifth position, three times in the third position, and once at the fourth position. Alternative six is, in all models, placed in the fifth or sixth place. Alternative two varies from third to fifth place, and alternative four is in third and fourth place in half of the cases.
For the statistical comparison of the ranges, Spirman coefficient of correlation was used (r k ). The comparison of the ranges was performed through mutual comparison of all 10 hybrid models (Table 15) .
Regarding Table 15 , one can notice a good correlation of ranges between the considered approaches, since the total average value of r k is 0. These variations in r k values arise from application of different approaches for estimation of the weight coefficients. So, the obtained values of the weight coefficients have further influenced the changes in the ranges of the observed models. Therefore, in further analysis, we grouped the models using the same approaches for evaluation of the weight coefficients (R'AHP and R'DEMATEL) and analyzed their mutual correlation. So, for R'AHP model we obtain average r k = 0.951, while for R'DEMATEL model, we obtain r k = 0.962. Taking into account that all values of r k in the frame of approaches (R'AHP and R'DEMATEL) are considerably higher than 0.8, as well as the average value of r k is 0.893, we can conclude that there is a very high correlation of the ranges, and that the proposed model has been confirmed. 
Conclusions
A very important aspect for objective decision making in multi-criteria models is taking into account the uncertainty and imprecision. What often happens are difficulties in presenting information, regarding the attributes of some decisions, through very precise (correct) numerical values. These difficulties are the consequence of certain doubts in decision making, as well as the complexity and uncertainty of many real factors. In this paper, R'DEMATEL-R'EDAS model has been presented. It provides the quantification of the imprecision in group decision making by applying rough numbers. The main idea is based on the interval approach, which assumes application of interval numbers for the presentation of the attribute value. The advantages for the application of rough numbers are numerous. Rough numbers use exclusively intern findings for the presentation of the attribute value. In this way, subjectivity and assumptions are eliminated, since they can considerably influence the attribute value and the final choice of the alternative. In the application of rough numbers, instead of additional/external parameters, only the given data are used. In this way, the uncertainties already present in the date are used, which has considerable influence on the objectivity of the decision-making process. One of the additional advantages of using rough numbers is their application on the sets with small amounts of data, for which traditional statistical models are not suitable.
The application of rough numbers in multi-criteria decision making is presented through the R'DEMATEL and R'EDAS hybrid model. The case study for the evaluation of the supplier in the construction company has been performed. This study shows that rough numbers can be efficiently applied in multi-criteria decision-making models, and can very well handle the doubts appearing in decision making. Another important part of this paper is presenting new R'DEMATEL and R'EDAS models, developed by the authors, which is a contribution to the present MCDM literature. The hybrid R'DEMATEL-R'EDAS model provides objective aggregation of experts' decisions and takes into account subjectivity and uncertainty present in group decision making. Besides, two new approaches have been introduced based on the combination of MCDM and rough numbers: COPRAS and Rough MULTIMOORA. Development of these models additionally contributes to the literature considering theoretical and practical aspects of multi-criteria techniques.
Besides the general contribution in the field of MCDM, the proposed models help in the field of the supplier selection in the supply chains. It is shown that R'DEMATEL-R'EDAS model enables evaluation of the supplier, despite the imprecision and lack of quantitative information present in decision making process. In this way, the evaluation methodology and the supplier selection in the construction company is improved. To our knowledge, there is no application of such or similar approaches in the literature.
Since our approach is new and not much explored yet, future research will be in the direction of the application of rough numbers in the traditional models for estimation of the weight coefficients (for example, BestWorst Method). Also, one of the future aspects will be the integration of rough numbers in fuzzy numbers, and application of fuzzy-rough numbers in MCDM. This would considerably improve the exploitation of uncertainty and subjectivity always present in the decision-making process.
